Appalled by strategic autonomy?
Applaud it instead
by Sophia Besch

The EU’s ambition of reaching ‘strategic autonomy’, put forward in the EU’s 2016 Global Strategy, means different things to different people. For some Europeans it is the holy grail; for some Americans it is the devil incarnate.

Europeans and Americans should stop asking whether strategic autonomy is good or bad for the transatlantic relationship – it is a sign of the relationship’s inevitable progression. They should also worry less about whether Europe’s defence efforts should take place within NATO or the EU. European states should be able to determine for themselves what their interests are, what they want to be able to do on their own or with the United States, and what arms, equipment, personnel and decision-making structures they need to develop. What matters is whether Europe’s defences are adequate to meet the threats it faces.

The EU’s increased defence efforts have been motivated by the security crisis in Ukraine, the global threat of terrorism and the opportunity to make European defence spending more efficient. The rhetoric of US President Donald Trump and the doubts he has cast over US security guarantees have also been a factor. So too has Brexit, which will remove the UK veto over European defence integration. Trump’s view that NATO is a net negative for the US remains an outlier in US politics, but there is bipartisan consensus in Washington that Europeans should spend more financial and political capital on defence. At the same time, however, the US has been critical of the EU’s recent defence initiatives, and the European Defence Fund in particular.

Europeans and Americans should make more effort to ensure that changes in the transatlantic defence relationship do not lead to a rift. Europeans need to explain to Americans how the EU’s initiatives serve US interests, but also be honest about where US and European interests might diverge in the future. Americans should take the long view, accept that more equal burden sharing implies more European independence, and tolerate the growing pains that will accompany Europe’s ambitions, including fewer purchases of US arms.

Europeans will need US nuclear deterrence for the foreseeable future, but they should work to strengthen NATO’s conventional deterrent posture in Central Europe. They should invest in the readiness of their forces, in their ability to move across the continent, and in the capabilities needed to deploy small and medium-sized operations in their immediate neighbourhood – in North Africa and the Sahel for example. And they should prepare to counter future ‘hybrid’ challenges such as disinformation campaigns, particularly from Russia, and cyber threats by government-sponsored hackers and
other groups. The EU can play a crucial role: as a regulatory power, the Union can raise standards of cyber security and preparedness among its member-states. It will also play a vital part in easing the passage of military equipment across member-states’ borders and in ensuring that EU investment in transport infrastructure is compatible with military needs. Through programmes like the European Defence Fund, the Commission can help to consolidate the European defence market by providing financial incentives for co-operative, cross-border arms development projects. In order to reach these objectives, the EU has to become more pragmatic in how it works with strategic partners, such as a post-Brexit UK.

Critics of strategic autonomy make much of the risk of duplication between the EU and NATO. It is true that Europeans will have to make sure that, for example, NATO’s planning process and the EU’s new co-ordinated annual defence review are joined up. But – perhaps predictably – the main disagreements between Americans and Europeans currently concern defence industrial interests. The European Commission has put forward regulations that could make it difficult for defence firms owned by third countries to participate in the development of European capability projects co-funded by the EU. The Union maintains that this type of co-operation should only happen exceptionally, when the country in which the firms are based has an administrative agreement with the European Defence Agency (the US does not have one), and only under restrictive intellectual property rights rules.

The US is not the only country that has an issue with the Commission’s proposals. The UK firmly opposes them, and even EU member-states like Finland, Sweden and the Netherlands think the Commission has come down too firmly on the side of favouring European companies. These countries are calling for a more open approach. The defence fund planned for the next EU budget is the Commission’s first foray into defence investment. The EU will learn by trial and error how to balance support for European defence firms with getting the best equipment for its money, not least through industry feedback on the initiative.

Europeans need to show that their defence efforts yield results in operations. They also need to prove that EU defence initiatives will create a stronger partner for the US, rather than just helping European defence industries win market share from American firms. For their part, Americans should acknowledge that an integrated European defence industry, combined with a common European defence strategy, should lead to a fairer distribution of the transatlantic security burdens.
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The Washington Post
11th March
Charles Grant, director of the CER, said the outcome of this week’s votes could play into May’s political future. “Can she remain as prime minister if Parliament is taking control and guiding the Brexit process?” he said. “It’s not entirely clear.”

The Financial Times
5th March
Camino Mortera-Martinez of the CER in Brussels, calls the idea of a Schengen revamp “a good one.” “It is like the euro: You can’t have a system of open borders without some kind of supervisory mechanism,” she added.

The Economist
2nd March
Sophia Besch of the CER says German sceptics are more likely to be convinced by arguments couched in European terms. Cross-border co-operation on defence and security offers the best chance to kick-start Europe’s stalled integration.

The New York Times
17th February
“On both sides there is some naked political opportunism at work,” said Ian Bond, of the CER. “On Netanyahu’s side, the more he can find people fed up with the EU mainstream and get them tactically to back him, even if only to annoy other members of the Union, the better.”

The Financial Times
9th February
“Europe’s fiscal rules do not allow enough stimulus in a recession, and allow too much spending during a boom,” said Christian Odendahl of the CER.

CNN
8th February
“Populists won’t take over the new parliament, just smaller parties across the political spectrum will do better,” Agata Gostyńska-Jakubowska from the CER told CNN.